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not like preparing lessons at home, he decided to have
five lessons a week, of two hours each. His teacher was a
young Spaniard who lived at Lausanne. Either Paderewski
went to Lausanne or Senor Carrasco would come to Eiond
Bosson. But wherever the lesson took place, it invariably
lasted longer than its prescribed time, and no one in the
household was allowed to interrupt it. During the Spanish
lessons the magic circle of Riond Bosson was broken,
Paderewski was equally fluent in Polish, French and
English, and in any of these languages he could make a
speech or write a book. He had a perfect knowledge of
Russian, and his German was excellent, although he disliked
talking German. Now he was going to add Spanish to
his linguistic storehouse. After beginning in 1924, he
took up his lessons again in 1926 and in 1929. By then
he was able to read all the Spanish classics ; he could
converse easily in Spanish and even make a speech in it.
At times it appeared as though his thirst for Spanish was
only one reason for his lessons : these lessons furnished an
excuse which otherwise could not easily be found.
m
Was Paderewski afraid of his home circle? Did he
anticipate that the tragic blow of Ms life would come from
there ? There had been thunder in the air at Riond
Bosson for a number of years. The inhabitants of the big
house felt it daily, but they hoped that the clouds would
soon disappear and that the master of the house would be
saved. He must have seen the clouds as clearly as anybody.
Increasing from day to day3 the tragedy had been approach-
ing now for so long that the final strike was almost a foregone
conclusion. Mme Helena had been in indifferent health
for some time, and she was becoming more and more
sensitive. It was not, however, till 1929 that her poor
health required that for the first time Paderewski should go
on a tour alone. For thirty years neither of them had ever
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